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The Linear Mirror
Consists of mirror elements, which are mechanically connected so they
move concurrently and reflect concentrated sun light on a heat
exchanger, which remains in a fixed position.

Grassmann, H., et al. (2013) First Measurements with a Linear Mirror Device of
Second Generation. Smart Grid and Renewable Energy, 4, 253-258

Motivation
Already today, renewable energies provide a good part of electrical
energy: photovoltaics, wind, water.
But only a few percent of heat energy come from renewable sources,
While instead our consumption of heat energy is larger than that of
electrical energy.
=> in order to stop CO2 increase,
New technologies for renewable
Heat energy are needed.

Conventional Solar Technology
For many years

1912, Maadi,
Egypt

and until recently, parabolic
troughs were suggested
for providing solar energy.

From Google Maps you can see, that
these plants are oriented towards south,
So that they follow the sun in azimuth
during the day.

But they do not follow the sun in Zenith

It is then evident, that north of Sicily for most of
the year the sun shines on these troughs under a
small angle. The device is efficient only in
summer.
example: DD srl, Meret di Tomba

2014 Caveja Nord srl (Udine, Ing.Causero) Udine Solar – intended
investment 30 Millionen Euro

Our consultancy has contributed to avoid a loss of 30 million Euros, and to
avoid a further image problem for solar energy.

The Linear Mirror works well also north of the Alps

Germany (Puettlach)

The first Linear Mirror was installed in 2014 at the hotel “Il Cavaliere” at
Pordenone (Italy). The owner is very satisfied, the installation can be visited.
Its performance has been published.

The installation has been working
by now for 5 years, without
8
problems, and can be visited.

Economics
Ine Linear Mirror has up to

8 kW thermal power
substitutes 1000 l of heating oil per year

Certified Solar Keymark, therefore eligible for state incentives in many countries
Example Italy:
=> - conto termico up to 12.000 Euro or 65% of total cost
- R&D projects additional 50%
- super and iperammortamento
these incentives add up to 100%
That means, that for companies the whole plante (including installation etc) can
be payed for by the state for up to 100%.
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Economics

Up to now we are producing single pieces
In our workshop at Gorizia (financec by fondo Gorizia with 90.000 Euro)
=> therefore still a price of 8.500 Euro +tax, trasport, Installation
Future: industrial production, lower price.
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Pay back time
1) The Linear Mirror consists of hot galvanized steel and aluminium
=> long service time
2) Future versions of the Linear Mirror cannot be more efficient
(because the theoretic maximum is almoust reached already)
=> no need to substitute a Linear Mirror, once it is working.
(1) and (2) =>
The amortization of a Linear Mirror should be compared to that of a building,
rather than that of a tool or a computer.
However, as an investment the Linear Mirror is safer than a building
Because a building can loose its value due to economic delevopments
If instead a Linear Mirror is not anymore of use at its place, it can be
transported to a different location by truck.
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The Linear Mirror is patented
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High temperatures
In its standard version – Solar Keymark certified – the Linear Mirror heats
water up to 100°C.

But the Linear Mirror can provide also much higher temperatures,
As are required by many industrial application (process heat), also for
solar cooling.
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Heat exchanger sun-air
In order to make the provision of higher temperatures for industrial processes
easy, we have developed a totally new kind of sun-air heat exchanger.
The selective surfaces of normal solar heat exchangers usually are not suited
for high temperatures.
Therefore we have developed a new technique – an absorbing suface, which is
selective not with respect to wavelength, but with respect to the spatial
direction.

Described in:
Development and Test of a New SolarAir Heat Exchanger for the Linear
Mirror II System, Hans Grassmann,
Marco Citossi, Smart Grid and
Renewable Energy, 2019, 10, 155-164
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The surface of the absorber is made of polished steel.

The heat exchanger can operate in open or closed circuit.
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The absorption of its mirror plates (polished steel) is better than that of
a conventional black sun-water heat exchanger.
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Our sun-air heat exchanger is at high temperatures (200°C)
as efficient
as the sun-water heat exchanger at lower temperatures (100°C)
Still higher temperatures can be reached efficiently by increasing the number
of reflectors of the Linear Mirror, which is easy.
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Solar Carbon

The Linear Mirror can be integrated easily not only into existing industrial
processes,
but also into the reseach projects of the European Community. Example:

Roasted biomass => “vegetal carbon”
substitutes
fossil coal
if gasified
fossil gas
with Fischer-Tropsch fossil oil

https://www.sector-project.eu/
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Limitation of traditional torrefaction technology:
The biomass gets torrefied burning it in part

=>

- low efficiency
- several processes happen in parallel, and influence each other
=> difficult to industrialize

example:
Choren (with VW, Daimler, Royal Dutch Shell) :
Synthetic fuel directly from biomass
=> failed
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The Linear Mirror is a ”game changer”,
because it heats the biomass externally
=> increases efficiency, disentangle different processes
goal:
By means of external solar heating
Create from many different kinds of biomass
A standardized material “solar carbon”
Which can be gasified with a simple standard gasifier
(like is the case for fossil fuels, which are standardized materials, which
can be used always with the same kind of burner.)
The production of synthetic fuel from coal is an existing industrial process,
example: SASOL
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A Linear Mirror, which produced in 1 year 10.000 kWh energy heating water,
can provide 5 times as much energy producing solar carbon
This can further be increased by a large factor by means of recuperating the
heat energy
Solar carbon is a way of storing solar energy for long periods of time
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Apart from the biomass, which is collected by
Companies like A&T 2000 in the municipalities
There are many other kinds of unused
Biomass:
example Italy:
5 million ton cereal straw
5 million tons maize straw
1 million tons rice straw
Quantities:
For a typical steam turbine in a power stations of 160 MW (example
Monfalcone), which runs 6000 hours per year
160 MW*5.000h*3 (efficiency) = 2.400 GWh
1 ton straw = 3.5 MWh => consumption of 685.000 tons straw/year

From literature and internet sources we were made believe, that biomasses
must be heated to more than 300°C in order to obtain a high quality combustible
For this reason we had used in our first study a simple rotary kiln for performing
a solar pyrolysis at high temperature and published the results:
Grassmann, H., Boaro, M., Citossi, M., Cobal, M., Ersettis, E., Kapllaj, E. and Pizzariello, A. (2015) Solar Biomass Pyrolysis with the Linear Mirror II. Smart Grid and
Renewable Energy, 6, 179-186. https://doi.org/10.4236/sgre.2015.67016

Subsequently, a PdD Thesis at the institute of engineering of the University of
Udine has studied in detail the properties of the various solar carbons (Marco
Citossi).
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However, developing the gasification of the solar carbon
We found, that many materials do not need to be heated to high
temperatures in order to be a suited for gasification.
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At the current state of our work (much detailed investigation still needs to be
done) it seems
That high pyrolysis temperatures are needed, if the material is to be burned in
the conventional way
But if the material is to be gasified, a slight roasting often is sufficient.
We have verified this to be true for the biomass collected by A&t 2000, and
also potatoes, used coffee powder, yogurt
The preferred technology for the future is gasification.
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The solar plant of A&T 2000 is able to produce
“from nothing” (=biomass, whose transportation and disposal has already
been paid for by the municipality)
about 30 tons of solar carbon per year, equivalent to 15 tons of fossil oil.
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The first test runs were very successful:
The plant is very stable and delivers 25 kW of hot air
Heat losses are small and correspond to theoretical expectation,
Each of the 3 ventilators consumes less then 20 W (!)
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As a result we arrive at an evolutionary next step in
the development of natural closed cycles:
Our ancestors 1.5 million years ago have learned to
make better use of the closed cycles of nature
by learning to cook their food on fire
(homo erectus, cave Wonderwerk, Gesher Benot)(*)
This improved use of natural resources has
contributed to the start of cultural evolution

(example potato: in order to eat it, one must first heat
it to 100°C)

(*) The energetic significance of cooking, Rachel
N. Carmody, Richard W. Wrangham, Journal of
Human Evolution, Volume 57, pages 379-391
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From a physics point of view, burning or digesting
biomass is the same thing.
Therefore the new solar plant of A&T 2000
For the preparation of CO2 neutral combustibles
Might be as important
As the first fire for the preparation of food.
Insofar as the potential is emerging, to bring the
results of our cultural evolution in harmony with the
resources of nature.
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Future: Research
Study roasting of biomass and waste
Heat recovery
Linear Mirror III
Industrialization of the gasifier
New techniques of electricity production:
From a physics point of view
there is no big difference
between an Ariane rocket
and our gasifier….
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Future: Research and Application
The Linear Mirror was developed by the accademic spin off Isomorp srl
together with students, PhD students and post docs.
Collaboration between Isomorph srl and A&t 2000 works very well.
=> example for collaboration of fundamental science and industry
=> we need to extend thus successful model of collaboration to more
companies, in order to speed up the transition from a fossil based to a solar
based economy.
The Linear Mirror and its secondary technologies create new opportunities for
everybody.
Last but not least: the production and subsequent
Storage of solar carbon is a cheap and risk free
Alternative to geo-engineering.
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Future: ESOF
From the very beginning we have done fundamental research in contact with all
parts of society and culture, also because this is a pre-condition for scientific
creativity, and it is a way to overcome the present tension between technology,
humanity and nature.

ESOF has a similar vision multidisciplinary and open
Therefore working in the framework of ESOF is so important to us!
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Future: Europe
In the current paradigm CO2 production can be stopped only by sacrifice:
Less mobility, less consumption,
less income, more public spending,
entire industries are to be wiped out
(coal power plants,
internal combustion engine)
The current paradigm is based on
current technology.
Our technology is
Innovative, makes economic sense,
Is competitive with fossil fuels, can be integrated with existing technologies
Therefore it is able to stop global warming without creating poverty.
Rather it offers the chance of economic growth in harmony with culture and
nature.
Together with ESOF this approach could create a better future for Europe.
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